Abstract-OLAP models can be categorized with two types: MOLAP (multidimensional OLAP) and ROLAP (relational OLAP). In particular, MOLAP is efficient in multidimensional computing at the cost of cube maintenance, while ROLAP reduces the data storage size at the cost of expensive multidimensional join operations. In this paper, we propose a novel Fusion OLAP model to fuse the multidimensional computing model and relational storage model together to make the best aspects of both MOLAP and ROLAP worlds. This is achieved by mapping the relation tables into virtual multidimensional model and binding the multidimensional operations into a set of vector indexes to enable multidimensional computing on relation tables. The Fusion OLAP model can be integrated into the state-of-the-art in-memory databases with additional surrogate key indexes and vector indexes. We compared the Fusion OLAP implementations with three leading analytical in-memory databases. Our comprehensive experimental results show that Fusion OLAP implementation can achieve up to 35, 365, and 169 percent performance improvements based on the Hyper, Vectorwise, and MonetDB databases, respectively, for the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) with scale factor 100.
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INTRODUCTION
I N recent years, the real-time OLAP has changed the requirements of traditional data warehouses. The sophisticated techniques in traditional OLAP domain such as indexed view, aggregation table, and cube materialization are not adaptive for the "Velocity" requirement of Big Data. Therefore, the low latency analytical data processing on raw data turns to be the mainstream technique.
The emerging approach for the real-time OLAP is to employ in-memory databases as real-time OLAP engines. For example, MonetDB [2] , Vectorwise [3] , SAP HANA [4] , Hyper [5] , MemSQL [6] are the most representative in-memory databases, and the traditional database vendors also push forward the new in-memory database products including Oracle Database In-Memory [7] , IBM DB2 BLU Acceleration [8] , SQL Server in-memory Columnstore [9] . The SQL Server 2016 Analysis Service adds InMemory as new storage model to the traditional OLAP models. For In-memory OLAP, the performance is the most critical issue because OLAP queries are on-the-fly executed with billions of tuples within seconds. Therefore, the in-memory OLAP should keep improving performance for the increasing data volume and real-time analysis requirements. On the other hand, the in-memory OLAP should upgrade from in-memory computing to hybrid coprocessor computing to achieve the massive parallel computing power from the emerging hardware accelerators like GPU, Phi, FPGA etc. The algorithms of in-memory databases employ CPU architecture centric designs, and the hardwareconscious algorithms deeply optimize the cache and pipeline mechanisms, but the same optimizations are not adaptive to coprocessors comprised of many computing cores and simple control circuits with different programming models. Moreover, the main stream coprocessors such as GPU, Phi, FPGA etc. have different hardware features. Therefore, the OLAP model and algorithm designs should be simple enough to be adaptive for different types of coprocessors.
Since OLAP queries join big fact tables with multiple dimension tables for aggregation, the join performance dominates the whole OLAP performance. In the academic community, there are a plethora of works on high performance and efficient joins, such as radix partitioned hash join [10] , vectorized processing [11] , JIT (just-in-time) compilation [12] , hardware-conscious and hardware-oblivious hash join [13] , etc. Furthermore, the developments of coprocessors such as GPGPU, Xeon Phi, and FPGA encourage the hardware acceleration techniques [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . Note that join optimizations involve complex techniques [22] , [24] , which make implementations on coprocessors difficult to be optimized, and the algorithm complexity and platform heterogeneity prevent in-memory databases from smoothly upgrading to the emerging heterogeneous computing platforms. The complexity of equi-join operation lies in that one tuple is unware of the exact position of the matched tuple, and thus the complex data structure and algorithms have to be invented to boost the efficiency of key probing. Nevertheless, such complexity could be significantly reduced with the multidimensional model perspective, because the multidimensional model maps each fact data to the exact position on each dimension. Therefore, the simple vector (acting as dimension) and positional addressing can take the place of hash table and hash probing for equi-join in OLAP, and the simple data structure may speedup the processing on coprocessors platforms.
In this paper, we present the Fusion OLAP model, in which we combine the relational storage model and multidimensional computing model together to enable multidimensional cube operation on relational storage without materialized cube or costly relational joins. In a nutshell, the salient feature of the Fusion OLAP model is to seamlessly integrate the multidimensional computation feature of MOLAP with the relational storage of ROLAP as a Multidimension-Relational OLAP model (MROLAP), by running multidimensional access operations (e.g., dicing, slicing) (rather than the traditional relational queries) on relational data. This feature not only enables Fusion OLAP to outperform state-of-the-art representative analytical in-memory databases but also to be adaptive for many core coprocessors.
To implement Fusion OLAP model, we develop a set of indexes to span multidimensional OLAP model and relational model. We use vector indexes as mappers between the multidimensional model and the relational model. The dimension tables are mapped to dimension vector indexes, and the foreign key columns in fact table are mapped to multidimensional index. We use a fact vector index to map relational fact table to virtual multidimensional cube. With these vector indexes, we can simplify OLAP operations through efficient multidimensional computing and vector index oriented aggregation.
To evaluate Fusion OLAP, we divide OLAP operations into three independent phases: (1) The first phase is to generate dimension vector indexes to construct the virtual cube; and (2) the second phase is to compute the fact vector index to enable multidimensional retrieval, and (3) the last phase is to retrieval fact data with vector index for aggregation. The first and third phases can be implemented by existing in-memory databases with SQL statements, and the second phase is implemented with independent module on multicore CPU, Xeon Phi and GPGPU platforms. We use the state-of-the-art Hyper, Vectorwise, and MonetDB databases as testbeds to evaluate how these high performance in-memory databases improve performance with a light-weighted vector index mechanism and an external multidimensional computing module. For the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) with scale factor 100, the Fusion OLAP implementation can achieve up to 35, 365 and 169 percent improvements upon Hyper, Vectorwise and MonetDB databases, respectively. Therefore, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We present the Fusion OLAP model for real-time OLAP that simplifies the OLAP model with higher performance. The Fusion OLAP model is adaptive to the emerging heterogeneous architecture with coprocessors like Xeon Phi and GPGPU. 2) We present the vector index as Fusion OLAP implementation mechanism for in-memory databases. Vector index is a computation-oriented index and shares fixed size columns for various queries. The vector referencing and vector index oriented aggregation achieve both better simplicity and efficiency than traditional relational operations.
3) We implemented the simulated Fusion OLAP model with three leading analytical in-memory databases. By accelerating vector index computing with coprocessors, Fusion OLAP model can achieve the average 150 percent performance improvement. Moreover, the experimental results show that the loose coupling framework accelerates OLAP performance with negligible side-effects on database systems. Organization. The rest of paper is organized as follows. We describe the Fusion OLAP model and the major characteristics in Section 2. Section 3 discusses how to fuse multidimensional operation with relational database. Section 4 discusses the implementation of Fusion OLAP model on relational databases. In Section 5, we evaluate the Fusion OLAP with Hyper, Vectorwise and MonetDB databases. Related work is discussed in Section 6. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.
PRELIMINARIES
Multidimensional model is the fundamental data model of data warehouse, where the data are organized by dimensions which describe the diverse angles for comprehensive analysis and exploration. Conceptually, OLAP performs operations, e.g., rollup, drilldown, slicing, dicing and pivot, on multidimensional dataset. In this section, we briefly discuss three OLAP models (i.e., MOLAP, ROLAP and HOLAP) and the virtual cube mechanism to efficiently answer OLAP queries.
OLAP Models
The major OLAP models include MOLAP (multidimen-sional OLAP), ROLAP (relational OLAP) and HOLAP (hybrid OLAP).
(1) MOLAP model stores data with multidimensional dataset organized as data cube, and the OLAP operation is multidimensional retrieval in data cube. The major disadvantage of multidimensional model is the high overhead of storage and precalculating. Multidimensional array model is not efficient for the sparse data. Further, when the dimensions are changed, the big data cube needs to be reconstructed which is not adaptive for real-time OLAP. (2) ROLAP model employs relational database as OLAP engine, and the multidimensional operation is transformed as SQL queries. The data cube is materialized as aggregation tables, and the multidimensional retrieval is implemented as 
Virtual Cube Mechanism
Virtual cubes are based on multidimensional data model, where the dimensions are used as coordinate axises, and the fact data are labelled with multidimensional coordinate values instead of allocating real space in multidimensional array. Fig. 1 gives an illustration of cube and virtual cube. A multidimensional query mq defines the dataset of a subcube inside the cube, and the query is executed as multidimensional addressing in the cube according to coordinate values of dimensions.
where A denotes a multidimensional array. For virtual cube, the multidimensional query mq defines a dimension addressing and relational operation.
where "!j" denotes dimensional addressing operation from multidimensional index to the dimension. The dimensions and fact data can be stored as rela-tional tables for efficiency, and the virtual cube acts as a multidimensional filter for multidimensional index in ROLAP.
FUSION OLAP MODEL
In this section, we present Fusion OLAP model, which combines high performance multidimensional computing model in MOLAP and efficient relational storage model in ROLAP.
Fusion OLAP Framework
Fusion OLAP model inherits the virtual cube mechanism, where the data are organized with logical multidimensional storage and labelled with multidimensional index as relational store, and the dimensions are used as coordinate axises for the cube. With the column-store, the fact data are divided into two parts, multidimensional index columns and fact columns. Fig. 2 shows the Fusion OLAP framework. The dimensions and fact data are stored as relational tables, the switcher between ROLAP and MOLAP is the vector index, which is an extension of bitmap index with specified bits to store more information. For dimension tables, each dimension table uses one vector index. The vector indexes are used as dimensions to map data in virtual multidimensional space, and the results of selection and projection operations on dimension table are mapped to the vector index to enable the dimension vector index to be dimension filters. All the the dimension vector indexes generated by queries construct the multidimensional filter of a virtual subcube space. Multidimensional index columns are mapped to virtual cubes as multidimensional addressing operation, and the query results are mapped to the fact vector index to retrieve relational fact data for aggregation. The fact vector index acts as a bitmap index on relational fact data. Hence, the Fusion OLAP framework comprises with two components, (i) the relational store for dimension and fact data, and (ii) the multidimensional computing.
Fusion OLAP Operations
We first define the basic Fusion OLAP operations and will discuss the implementations in Section 4.
Dimension Mapping
A dimension mapping operation is to map each dimensional tuple to distinct vector index cell. The vector index plays the role of dimension like MOLAP, the vector offset address represents dimension coordinate value.
The dimension mapping operation is defined as:
where & operator denotes mapping dimension Fig. 3 gives the examples of dimension mapping. The key column c_custkey is mapped to vector index offset address. When query projects c_nation under the condition c region ¼ 0 AMERICA 0 , the dimension is mapped to a vector index with filtered c_nation values. When the query only has predicate expressions, the vector index is a bitmap index.
Cube Aggregating
The multidimensional dataset is comprised of dimensions and fact data, and the dimension comprises with hierarchies of different analytical angles. With the definitions of dimensions and hierarchies, the OLAP query can be normalized as aggregation with specified dimensional or hierarchical attributes, the aggregation can be modeled as subcube which is also named as cuboid.
It is efficient to retrieve subcube for OLAP queries, but the overhead of creating and maintaining the materialized data cube is very high. For a real-time OLAP requirement, we define the cube aggregating operation as creating aggregate cube and mapping it to dimensions. 
where CubeMap function denotes mapping from aggregating cube(C) to vector index for specified dimension (d).
When each vector index includes one aggregating cube dimension, the vector indexes are directly refreshed with aggregating cube index as shown in Fig. 4 . When one vector index includes multiple aggregating cube dimensions like Fig. 4b , part dimension vector index has color and size aggregating dimensions, the composite attributes are normalized as linear address of the 2-dimension slice (color and size).
Multidimensional Filtering
Dimension mapping operation defines a virtual cube for base data, the cube aggregating operation further defines a virtual or physical cube for aggregation by mapping aggregating cube to dimension vector indexes. Therefore, a fact data F logically locates its position by multidimensional index (e.g., ðx; y; zÞ), each index value is mapped to position in dimension vector index to verify whether the current fact data satisfies the query condition. If the fact data satisfies all the conditions, the aggregating cube address can be used as aggregating index for fact data.
We define this process as multidimensional filtering.
where MD denotes multidimensional index columns, Dim VI denotes dimension vector indexes, getAddress function translates the multidimensional address of aggregating cube to single value address, " ! ! " denotes the operation of multidimensional filtering from multidimensional index to dimension vector indexes, and the result set is another vector index which is used as fact vector index to identify which fact data should be accessed and where the fact data should be aggregated in aggregating cube.
The multidimensional filtering operation is described in Fig. 2 , which is an inverted multidimensional addressing operation. The aggregating cube and query clauses are decomposed to dimension vector indexes, the multidimensional index columns map the multidimensional address to dimension vector indexes as an inverted multidimensional addressing operation, and the vector index oriented fact data retrieval acts as multidimensional accessing.
Slicing
In Fusion OLAP model, slicing is a reduction operation on aggregating cube, which changes the vector index. Fig. 5a illustrates the slicing operation on vector indexes. For slicing condition "year ¼ 1996", the date dimension vector index is transformed from vector index to bitmap to identify dimensional tuple position for condition "year ¼ 1996", and the bitmap is only used for filtering multidimensional index. For vector index with composite attribute like Fig. 5b , the slicing condition "size ¼ 12" filters the vector index and removes size attribute from the original vector index.
Dicing
A dicing operation produces a subcube by assigning specified values of multiple dimensions. In Fusion OLAP model, dicing operation is reduction operation on multiple dimension vector indexes. For example, in Fig. 6 , dicing operation specifies values on aggregating cube dimensions, the subcube is reconstructed and the dimension vector indexes are updated by removing values not including in dicing conditions. By cube mapping, the dimension vector indexes are updated with new aggregating cube addresses.
Rollup
A rollup operation summarizes the data along a dimension of aggregating cube. In Fusion OLAP model, rollup operation updates the aggregating cube and vector indexes. Fig. 7 illustrates how rollup operation works. In this example, aggregating cube comprises with 3 dimensions, year, c_nation and s_nation, 3 dimension vector indexes give the dimension mapping from 3 dimension tables to 3 vector indexes. By cube mapping, 3 dimension vector indexes update with aggregating cube addresses. The multidimensional filtering operation produces a fact vector index to retrieve fact data.
Drilldown
A drilldown operation shrinks the data view from high hierarchy level to lower hierarchy level to give user a detailed view. Fig. 8 illustrates the drilldown operation. For a highlevel aggregating hierarchy like Region, hierarchy member "EUROPE" has two lower level hierarchy members "Italy" and "Spain", the drilldown operation on "EUROPE" produces a new cube with other dimensions and new dimension with lower hierarchy members. For Fusion OLAP model, the drilldown operation produces updates on vector indexes. For example, drilldown operation on hierarchy member "EUROPE" produces filtering and update operation on corresponding vector index, "EUROPE" is used as additional filtering expression for vector index, and the filtered vector index cells are updated with corresponding nation hierarchy values. By cube mapping operation, the vector indexes are refreshed with new aggregating cube addresses. The current fact vector index needs two steps to refresh the fact vector index, the first step is to further filter the fact vector index by filtering the non-NULL values with drilldown value address constraint (e.g., (1, 0, 0) is removed because the 2nd coordinate value 0 is not the address of "EUROPE"(1)), the second step is to update the fact vector index values with new aggregating cube addresses(the 2nd coordinate value is set to new nation dimension address of aggregating cube).
Pivot
A pivot operation gives various views of data by rotating the cube on specified dimension. A pivot operation only changes the multidimensional address in fact vector index, which can be easily implemented by multidimensional address transformation. Fig. 9 illustrates the pivot operation. The original aggregating cube is defined by nation, region and year dimensions, and we mark the three dimensions as X, Y and Z. The multidimensional address in fact vector index can be presented as ðx; y; zÞ. For example, we use (1, 0, 1):5 denote 3-D address and 1-D address in Fig. 9 .
If we rotate the cube by X axis, the new cube changes Y and X axis. Then non-NULL value in fact vector index represents which fact data satisfies the multidimensional filtering and the address of aggregating cube for summarizing.
FUSION OLAP IMPLEMENTATIONS
This section discusses how to implement Fusion OLAP model with state-of-the-art analytical in-memory databases to accelerate OLAP performance.
Relational Storage Implementation
To make MOLAP model efficient in storage model, Fusion OLAP model normalizes the multidimensional dataset as relational data. The dimensions are stored as dimension tables, and the fact data are mapping to fact tables with multidimensional addresses as additional fact attributes, and the storage model only contains relational dimensions and fact data as base cube.
ROLAP model also uses relational database as OLAP engine, and the dimensions are stored as dimension tables with primary key constraints, and the fact data are stored as fact table with foreign key constraints to guarantee each fact data can uniquely locate one dimensional tuple in dimension table. The primary key constraint relaxes the constraint of multidimensional space, and it no longer strictly represents multidimensional address, so that fact tuple relies on relational join operations to explore the dimensional tuple with the same key as fact tuple's foreign key value. The ROLAP performance is dominated by relational database engine's performance, and aggregate tables are commonly used to precalculating data cube to reduce relational operation overhead.
As a major difference, Fusion OLAP model maintains the address mapping from MOLAP model, where the dimensions are strictly stored as relational tables with dimension coordinate system, and the original dimension coordinate is used as primary key of dimensional table. This dimension coordinate constraint guarantees directly mapping to vector index as dimension of virtual cube. Note that the foreign key in fact tuple can directly map to virtual cube instead of key probing oriented relational join operation.
Update Mechanism
To store dimensions in relational database, we should employ additional mechanism to guarantee dimension coordinate for updates.
Most databases support auto-increment constraint in defining table statement, the "AUTO_INCREMENT" constraint defines a sequence for column with default step 1, and the key is automatically set for new tuple. The following SQL statement is an example of defining supplier dimension table, the column S_Key is primary key with auto-increment constraint which is used as supplier dimension.
CREATE TABLESupplierð
S Key intNOTNULLAUTO INCREMENT; Namevarcharð50ÞNOTNULL;
Nationvarcharð50ÞNOT; NULL; Region varcharð50Þ NOT NULL;
PRIMARY KEYðS KeyÞ;
When creating clustered index for S_Key column, the tuples in dimension table have the same order with supplier dimension in MOLAP model. Data warehouses usually employ surrogate key as primary key with consecutive sequence like 0; 1; 2; . . ., which is adaptive to be used as dimension coordinate for Fusion OLAP.
MOLAP uses pre-calculated cube for OLAP operation, where the updates on dimensions and fact data produce reconstructing data cube overhead. ROLAP has no constraints to maintain multidimensional space or cube, and the OLAP operation is transformed to SQL statements to be executed by database engine, where the updates only influence the base tables. Fusion OLAP model is a trade-off between MOLAP model and ROLAP model. For insert operation, Fusion OLAP model performs like ROLAP for dimension and fact tables' tuple appending. The extra constraint is auto-increment mechanism automatically assigns new primary key for inserted dimensional tuple. For delete operation, Fusion OLAP model follows the similar way as ROLAP model, the difference is that Fusion OLAP maps dimensional tuples to dimension so that the deleted dimensional tuples leave "holes" in dimension coordinate axis. The deleted dimensional tuples can be managed with three strategies: 1) deleting tuples for small and slowly increasing dimension table, mapping dimension primary key to dimension vector index, mapping the deleted tuples to corresponding NULL cells; 2) reusing the primary key of deleted tuple for new inserted tuple to change the mapping from dimension table to dimension vector index; and 3) reorganizing dimension table by assigning new auto-increment column as new primary key and updates the foreign key column in fact table when deleted tuples exceed threshold (by user configuration or by vector size relative to cache size). Fig. 10 illustrates reorganizing dimension table by reusing deleted keys for existing tuples, identifying the changes in vector index and updating the relative multidimensional index column by vector index. For update operation, because the primary key of dimension table has no semantic information, we can add an extra constraint of not allowing change the value of existing primary key.
Since the dimension table may use other semantic attribute as clustered index column and the deleted dimensional tuple may make primary key of dimension table inconsecutive, we can relax the primary key of dimension table as virtual dimension coordinate by using auto-increment constraint and allowing deleting tuples or out-of-place update. In Fig. 11 , the dimension is strictly stored by dimension coordinate order, the deleted item leaves a NULL slice in the cube. The dimension table stores tuples by logical dimension coordinate i.e., auto-increment column, so that the clustered index, outof-place update, delete mechanism may make dimension table out of order. The dimension vector index is an intermediator between dimension and dimension table, the vector size equals to the maximum of auto-increment primary key of dimension table, and the primary key is used as dimension vector index address for mapping dimension tuple. The deleted tuple maps to corresponding NULL cell in dimension vector.
Vector Index for Fusion OLAP
Vector index is the intermediator between MOLAP and ROLAP. From MOLAP perspective, dimension vector index is a materialized dimension coordinate, the results of slicing and dicing operations project multidimensional addresses to corresponding dimension vector indexes and the aggregating cube further projects aggregating cube addresses to corresponding dimension vector indexes. From ROLAP perspective, dimension vector index is a bitmap index to filter foreign key columns and keys for grouping clause. The dimension vector index seems like a wide bitmap index, but the major differences are described as:
Vector length. The length of bitmap index equals to the rows of relative table, while dimension vector index length may exceed the rows of relative dimension table for keeping deleted tuple positions. Vector map. Bitmap index maps bit to physical tuple position, while vector index maps each cell to logical dimension coordinate (auto-increment primary key), the key oriented mapping is adaptive to the update mechanism of relational database. Vector dependency. Bitmap index is used for filtering the corresponding table, while vector index is If Fusion OLAP model is integrated into in-memory database, a customized creating dimension vector index API should be implemented to make this process more efficient than using SQL statements with scan and join cost.
Multidimensional Filtering
Multidimensional filtering acts as an inverted multidimensional addressing of MOLAP, the multidimensional index value is mapped to corresponding dimension vector index position for non-NULL filtering, and the filtered multidimensional index calculates the aggregating cube address by dimension vector index values. The multidimensional filtering can be described as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Algorithm for Multidimensional Filtering 1:
InitVec(FVec,RowNumber(F); //initiate fact vector by fact data rows 2:
for is used as both multidimensional bitmap index and aggregate cube index for fact data. The mapping from multidimensional index to dimension vector index inherits the inverted multidimensional addressing feature of MOLAP, it is similar to the primary key-foreign key reference in relational database with the essential difference that multidimensional index references the dimension vector index by addressing instead of key probing. This inverted multidimensional addressing mechanism is named as Vector Referencing opposite to foreign key referencing in relational databases, and the vector referencing process plays the same role as foreign key join in relational databases.
The performance of vector referencing is dominated by the latency of accessing the vector. The vector access latency can be improved by two roadmaps, by cache locality or by simultaneous multi-threading. State-of-the-art multicore processors equip with large LLC (Last Level Cache, e.g., 60M Cache in Intel Xeon Processor E7-8891 v4 processor), the LLC size is large enough for most of dimensions in data warehouses. For big vectors that exceed the LLC size, the vector referencing mechanism enables directly accessing the vector cell with at most one cache line miss. The cache locality feature is adaptive to multicore processor architecture and the emerging MIC (Many Integrated Core) Phi coprocessor architecture with hierarchical cache. The simultaneous multi-threading technique also helps to improve vector referencing performance by overlapping memory access latency. The multicore processor supports two threads for each core, the many-core Phi coprocessor supports four threads for each core which can further improve memory access latency. The multidimensional filtering algorithm uses shared dimension vector indexes, the equal length multidimensional index columns and fact vector index column, the thread for multidimensional index row reads the shared dimension vector indexes and writes the result to the same position in fact vector index column with no writing conflicts. This design is also adaptive to GPU architecture with thousands of cores and SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Threads) technique. In section 5, we will show how to improve multidimensional filtering performance with MIC Phi coprocessor and NVIDIA K80 GPU.
Vector Index Oriented Aggregating
From MOLAP perspective, fact vector index acts as linear multidimensional addresses for compact fact data store. From ROLAP perspective, fact vector index acts as combination of bitmap index and aggregating index, the non-NULL cell can be used as either aggregating cube address or compressed hash key for grouping. With fact vector index, relational database can efficiently execute aggregations on fact data just as MOLAP engine does.
Algorithm 3 describes the vector index oriented aggregating. For an OLAP query, the grouping expression is integrated into fact vector index as single integer value, the aggregation can be performed with aggregating expression extracted from query Q and grouping value from fact vector index for each non-NULL position in fact vector index. The aggregating AggPro can be performed with either multidimensional array (as aggregating cube) or hash table. The result tuple is labeled by integer key, by mapping from key to aggregating cube, the result key is refreshed by group expression, and the result set is output as OLAP query results.
Algorithm 3. Algorithm for Vector Index oriented Aggregating 1:
for i ¼ 0 to RowNumber(F) do //loop for fact The fact vector index can be further optimized as binary table with row ID and value for highly selective queries, the relational database needs additional modification to support vector index oriented table scan. In Section 5, we simulate the fact vector index mechanism by using an additional column as fact vector index, the multidimensional filtering results are refreshed to the column, and the aggregation can be normalized as: SELECT VecIdx; < AggExp > FROM F WHERE VecIdx IS NOT NULL GROUP BY VecIdx;
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Fusion OLAP model with benchmarks to simulate how Fusion OLAP model can accelerate state-of-the-art in-memory analytical database engines.
Experiment Design and Configuration
Fusion OLAP model targets at accelerating the performance of ROLAP model by integrating virtual multidimensional addressing features into relational database engine. Therefore, the experiment design majorly focuses on the updating maintenance cost, the core operator of Fusion OLAP model on different computing platforms and simulated benchmark performance. The core operators of Fusion OLAP model are vector referencing and multidimensional filtering operators, which define the mapping from fact data address to dimension and multidimensional addressing from fact data to query concerned dimensions. These two operators are majorly implemented as hash join and star join in relational database engines. The previous research provides an opensource hash join algorithms in [13] , and we adopt these open-source codes as testbed for evaluating Fusion OLAP operator performance. We add modules for vector referencing and multidimensional filtering operators inside the opensource codes to obtain the code efficiency and performance measurements. The compiled join performance is close to the JIT-compilation Hyper's join performance.
For a fair comparison, we install the most representative inmemory analytical databases of Hyper, Vectorwise and MonetDB with SSB (star schema benchmark) at Scale Factor of 100 with 600,000,000 fact rows and 4 dimension tables. SSB is normalized star schema benchmark opposite to 3NF oriented TPC-H benchmark, the 13 testing queries are divided into 4 groups with 1, 3 and 4 dimension tables joining with fact table, and each query group represents a drill-down operation in which there are 3 or 4 queries with selectivities from high to low for fine-grained analysis. SSB queries can be used as standard OLAP operations while most TPC-H queries are difficult to be used as OLAP operations with sub-query or cross dimension clauses. Fusion OLAP is designed as OLAP accelerator rather than general purpose query processing accelerator, so we limit our research scope in OLAP performance evaluation with SSB. Hyper is downloaded from [5] , the Vectorwise version is 4.2.0 which is download from the action website (http://esd.actian.com/), and MonetDB is downloaded from MonetDB website (https://www.monetdb.org/downloads/) of the latest version MonetDB-11.21.19.
The experiments were performed on a DELL Power Edge R730 server with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 @ 2.30 GHz CPUs and 512 GB DDR3 main memory. Each CPU has 10 cores and 20 physical threads. The OS is CentOS, and the Linux kernel version is 2.6.32-431.el6.x86_64. The gcc compiler version is 4.4.7. The server equips with two Intel Xeon Phi 5110P coprocessors, each coprocessor has 60 cores and 240 threads. Moreover, the server also equips with a NVIDIA K80 GPU with two GK210 GPUs.
Maintenance Cost Evaluation
We evaluated Fusion OLAP maintenance cost by two perspectives, i.e., the storage efficiency and update overhead.
The updates for dimension can be labelled in dimension vector, as shown in Fig. 10 , where the NULL cell represents non-update key, and the non-NULL cell represents the new assigned dimension key for original dimension key. The refreshing on multidimensional index produces a vector referencing for multidimensional index column and dimension column. Fig. 12 gives the update performance for 4 dimensions in SSB, the fact table has 600,000,000 rows, the dimension row numbers of date, supplier, part and customer are 2,555, 200,000, 1,528,771, and 3,000,000. The x-axis represents update ratios, 0 percent represents a baseline vector referencing join performance. The overhead of update increases as the update rate rises, and the maximal update overhead are 90.42, 91.09, 64.81, and 61.74 percent higher than original vector referencing operator.
In TPC-H, the updates on customer table involves multidimensional index column with 150,000,000 rows in orders table, other vector referencing operations all involve multidimensional index columns with 600,000,000 rows in lineitem table, the supplier and part dimensions have 1,000,000 and 20,000,000 rows, the PARTSUPP (80,000,000 rows) and order (150,000,000 rows) tables can also use vector referencing operation to accelerate traditional joins. Fig. 13 gives the update overhead for TPC-H, for small dimension vectors (smaller than LLC size) from supplier, part and customer tables, the update overhead increases slowly as update rate rises, while large vectors for PARTSUPP and order tables, the middle update rates produce higher update overhead, the lower and higher update rates produces lower update overhead for auto branch prediction optimization improving the memory access for big vectors. The maximal update overhead are 52.95, 66.73, 46.43, 20.42 and 15.37 percent higher than original vector referencing operator, the bigger the vector size is, the smaller the update overhead increases.
Logical surrogate key index mechanism is described in Section 4.2 Fig. 11 . We implemented this method by writing payload to vector cell mapped by key. Table 1 gives the increment rate of logical surrogate key index oriented vector referencing algorithm on TPC À DS(SF ¼ 100Þ.
For small dimension table that the corresponding vector size is smaller than LLC, logical surrogate key index method random writes to vector in cache, the increased build vector overhead is low. For big dimension tables with large vector, logical surrogate key index method involves more cache misses for random writing to vector, the increased build vector overhead is 2-3 times of physical surrogate key index method. But the proportion of build vector phase in total phases is very low, so that logical surrogate key index oriented vector referencing operation only pays limited overhead for vector mapping.
Core Operator Performance Evaluation
For ROLAP, the core operator is foreign key join from fact table to dimension table, and the core operator of Fusion OLAP is vector referencing from multidimensional index to dimensions. The performance of foreign key join is dominated by how fast the referenced tuple is probed by key, while vector referencing is dominated by the speed of the vector cell read.
We first evaluate the performance of NPO and PRO algorithm in our platform to verify whether the performance status is consistence with conclusions of [13] . We configure NUM_PASSES 2 and NUM_RADIX_BITS 14 parameters for PRO which yield the best cache residency for our CPU through experiments. We use the open source code for Phi platform from [15] as Phi version NPO and PRO algorithms. Our vector referencing algorithm is compiled with icc compiler for Phi version. As we can not get available open source GPU hash join algorithm, we develop the cuda version vector referencing algorithm. In addition, we verify different configurations for block number and thread number to set the optimal parameters to compare the performance in multicore CPU, many-core MIC Phi and GPU platforms.
For SSB, the dimension vector indexes are smaller than LLC size (2.5 KB for date dimension, 200 KB for supplier dimension, 1.5 MB for part dimension, 3 MB for customer dimension and 25 MB for LLC), the performance is very high for cache resident vector referencing. Fig. 14 shows the performance of NPO, PRO and vector referencing algorithms for SSB. On the multicore CPU platform, vector referencing achieves higher performance for large L3 cache slice (2.5 MB per core) and small vector size. Hash table organizes tuples in hash bucket, and each hash bucket has 8-byte header and 8-byte next pointer. While Fusion OLAP model only employs single vector for payload attribute without key attribute and other additional space overhead, the vector size can be further reduced by compression on low cardinality grouping attributes. The small vector size achieves performance gains by reducing cache misses from both TLB and LLC. On the MIC Phi platform, vector referencing proves higher performance than on CPU platform for date and supplier dimensions and lower performance for part and customer dimensions. The Phi coprocessor has 512 KB shared L2 cache, when vector size is lower than 512 KB, the massive parallel threading accelerates the performance, when vector size is higher than 512 KB, the vector referencing from share L2 cache ring produces higher latency than that from LLC on CPU. On the GPU platform, the vector referencing is accelerated by SIMT mechanism rather than cache, and the performance is lower than CPU and Phi for small vectors and higher than CPU and Phi for larger vector that exceeds the LLC size. NPO also achieves high performance for small dimension table by caching, and the performance drops remarkably as dimension table size increases. For Phi with smaller LLC size per core, the NPO performance on Phi is usually lower than on CPU for moderate dimension tables. PRO proves constant performance on CPU and Phi for different size of dimension tables by the normalized radix partitioning and in cache probing at the cost of 2x memory consumption for partitioning two tables. Fig. 15 shows the results for TPC-H. The sizes of five dimension vectors are 15 MB, 1 MB, 20 MB, 80 MB and 150 MB, and the corresponding hash table is much larger than dimension vector. For cache fit joins, vector referencing and NPO all performs well on CPU platform, for large hash table, PRO outperforms NPO. For vector referencing algorithm, small vector size achieves the highest performance on CPU platform with large LLC, big vector achieves higher performance on GPU with SIMT mechanism than on CPU and Phi.
TPC-DS schema has multiple small dimension tables, whose size increase much slower than that of the fact tables. In addition, all the dimension vector sizes are smaller than LLC size. the Vector referencing algorithm performs well on CPU, Phi and GPU platforms, and NPO outperforms PRO for most cases on CPU and Phi platforms. Shown as Fig. 16 , for big tables, PRO outperforms NPO on both CPU and Phi platforms, and GPU also outperforms Phi for big tables.
As summary, vector referencing performance are majorly influenced by caching and memory accessing latency. When vector size is smaller than 512 KB (L2 cache size of Phi), Phi wins for its massive parallel threads; when vector is smaller than 25 MB (LLC size of CPU), CPU wins for vector caching; When vector is larger than LLC size, GPU wins for SIMT mechanism to overlap memory access latency.
Multi-table join is the core function of OLAP with multidimensional accesses. We use SSB and TPC-H as typical cases to evaluate multi-table join performance of state-ofthe-art in-memory databases Hyper, Vectorwise and MonetDB with SQL statements. We also evaluate the Vector Referencing performance on CPU, Phi and GPU. We use the fixed length fact vector index, vector referencing and column-at-a-time processing as unified OLAP framework for different queries. For CPU and Phi platforms, the performance is dominated by caching dimension vector indexes, for GPU platform, and by memory accessing with SIMT mechanism. Table 2 shows the results of each multi-table join performance. GPU achieves the best performance for join with big tables, and the SIMT mechanism can efficiently overlaps the memory latency. For inmemory databases, multi-table join is still costly especially for joining with big table cases.
For Fusion OLAP model, the schema defines the vector index computing framework, and each query refreshes the index vectors with different value and distributions. To measure how different selectivities and amounts of tables affect performance, we use SSB to evaluate multidimensional filtering performance with groups of queries (with 1, 3, 4 dimension tables, different selectivities for roll-up and drill-down OLAP operators).
The predicate expressions are mapped to dimension vectors as dimension filters, and the fact vector is used to incrementally calculate aggregating cube address and filter for next vector referencing operation.
We manually execute the algorithm with different selectivity and vector size orders on CPU and Phi platforms. We choose the minimal executing time as multidimensional filtering time. For GPU platform, we simply use selectivity prior strategy as GPU doesn't rely on cache. Fig. 17 illustrates the multidimensional filtering execution time for SSB with Scale Factor 100. For queries with relative high selectivity such as Q2.1, Q3.1, Q4.1, GPU works well for thousands of parallel working threads. For low selectivity queries, both CPU and Phi work well with sparse vector oriented random scan for the branch prediction and auto pre-fetch mechanisms. For the average multidimensional filtering execution time, GPU outperforms Phi and Phi outperforms CPU.
Benchmark Performance Evaluation
Fusion OLAP model targets at fusing the relational OLAP model and multidimensional OLAP model together, in which the dimensions and fact data are stored as relational tables. OLAP queries are transformed to multidimensional computing. The ideal roadmap is to add new modules inside the in-memory database such as vector index management module for dimension vector index and fact vector index, the multidimensional filtering module and vector oriented aggregating module. We have verified that the core Multidimensional Filtering algorithm can be implemented inside BAT module of open-source MonetDB with fetchjoin() function, and the vector index oriented aggregation can also be implemented as SQL processing with vector index BAT as grouping column, but entirely integrating Fusion OLAP model is a complex work involving adding new index and modifying system modules such as MALparser, MALoptimizer, MALscheduler, MALengine. Moreover, the MAL engine is quite different to other non-open-source in-memory databases.
Therefore, in our experiments, we use SQL statements to simulate creating dimension vector indexes. The fact vector index is simulated by adding a column, and vector index aggregating is simulated by SQL based aggregating with vector index column as WHERE and GROUP BY clause. The multidimensional filtering operation is designed as external module with normalized vectors as input and output, and the module can be adaptive to migrate to MIC Phi, GPU platforms or database engines. For example, Q4.1 of SSB is a typical OLAP query with four dimension tables, the dimension tables act as bitmap index or dimension vector index. The dimension with predicate expression (yet without grouping attribute) is used as bitmap index for filtering, while the dimension (with or without predicate expression) which appears in GROUP BY clause acts as vector index. By these SQL statements, we obtain the relational table as dimension vector indexes. For the build-in dimension vector index generator, creating group dictionary table and creating dimension vector index by join can be optimized within the single scan as described in Algorithm 1. Tables 3, 4 , and 5 give the results of SQL oriented dimension vector index creating time of Hyper, Vectorwise and MonetDB.
Hyper cannot supports AUTO_INCREMENT constraint, and thus we simply use a NULL integer value to simulate dimension key. Each query has different amount of dimension vector indexes or bitmap indexes. We summarize all the time for generating group dictionary table and In the second stage, the multidimensional filtering stage uses our compiled program to evaluate execution time for CPU, Phi and GPU platforms. The execution time is shown in Fig. 17 .
In the third stage, we get a fact vector index to identify which fact tuple belongs to the multidimensional subset of query and the address in aggregating cube. The OLAP query is simplified as single Fig. 18 shows the vector index oriented aggregation performance for Hyper, Vectorwise and MonetDB. For high selectivity like Q1.1(14.29 percent), Q3.1(3.4 percent), Q4.1 (1.6 percent), MonetDB commonly spends more time for aggregating, for low selectivity queries, MonetDB has similar aggregating performance as Hyper. Vectorwise proves to be higher performance than the other two for the efficient vectorized processing in vector index filtering.
We also evaluate the OLAP performance accelerated by Fusion OLAP with CPU, Phi and GPU. Figs. 19a, 19b, 19c show the breakdown query processing time of Fusion OLAP with different processors for multidimensional filtering and database oriented dimension vector index processing and aggregating. For queries with high selectivity like Qx.1, the major execution time is spent on aggregation, for queries with low selectivity, the multidimensional filtering dominates the whole performance which can be accelerated by CPU, Phi and GPU. Compared with hash join algorithms, vector referencing algorithm is adaptive for both caching and massive parallel processing, it achieves high performance on CPU, Phi and GPU platforms.
Join is the most complex and costly operation in relational database, which dominates the performance of relational database. Fig. 20 gives the results of average query execution time of 13 OLAP queries in SSB, with Fusion OLAP accelerating techniques, and each in-memory databases achieves better performance than ever. Hyper achieves up to 35 percent improvement by GPU accelerated Fusion OLAP; Vectorwise outperforms Hyper and MonetDB in dimension vector index processing and aggregation. Vectorwise achieves maximal 365 percent improvement by GPU accelerated Fusion OLAP; MonetDB takes more time in aggregating than Hyper and Vectorwise, the maximal improvement achieves 169 percent. Besides performance improvement, the core module of multidimensional filtering can be deployed on multicore CPU platform, many-core Phi platform and GPU platform, and the multidimensional filtering module can be adaptive to be embedded in relational database engines with simple vectors as input and output data. Summary. We summarize the main findings in our experiments belows.
(1) The maintenance cost of Fusion OLAP model is acceptable. The index update is performed with efficient vector referencing operations for big dimension update in TPC-H, and the update overhead is only 15.37 percent higher than original vector referencing operator which is invoked for a long time. The logical surrogate key indexes make vector referencing adaptive to update operations, and thus the additional overhead is below 2 percent for small and moderate dimensions, while the maximal overhead is about 6 percent for the big referenced fact table in TPC-DS. Therefore, the overall update maintenance overhead is small enough for updates scenarios. (2) For the core star-join operations of OLAP, vector referencing outperforms state-of-the-art in-memory analytical databases with CPU, Phi and GPU platforms. We achieve the significant speedup of up to 7 $ 9x for SSB and TPC-H star-join tests. (3) Finally, we verify how to accelerate in-memory analytical databases with vector index mechanism. The simulation results show that vector indexes can futhre achieve 35$365 percent improvement on inmemory databases.
RELATED WORK
In the era of in-memory computing, main-memory becomes a new disk to bridge the big performance gap between DRAM and processor. One recent research topic is to improve inmemory join performance with hardware-conscious optimization techniques. The no-partitioning hash table join represents hardware-oblivious join algorithm [18] without considering hardware features of TLB size, page size, SIMD etc., which is simple for implementation but is proved to be less efficient than hardware-conscious join algorithms of radix partitioning hash joins and sort-merge joins [13] , [19] . Hardware-conscious joins achieve better performance, but they are difficult to tune for maximal performance [22] , [24] . A neglected point is that hardware-conscious joins commonly need double space consumption in the partitioning or sorting phases, which may significantly reduce the rate of memory utilisation.
The new trend is to accelerate query processing performance with hardware accelerators. As MIC Phi equips with 512-bit vector processing unit inside core, [15] further developed the source code of [13] with 512-bit SIMD optimizations on MIC Phi platform. Their experimental results show that no-partitioning hash join benefits more than radix partitioning hash join on Phi opposite to CPU platform. The latest research [16] used entirely vector codes for fundamental operations such as selection scan, hash table and partitioning. The hash join optimization is also implemented on APU platform [20] , GPU platform [14] , [21] and FPGA platform [17] . The platform-conscious designs keep improving performance by tuning algorithm with new hardware parameters [25] , the hardware feature variety and complexity make these optimization approaches hardly benefits for different coprocessors.
Another roadmap is to exploit new OLAP operation, instead of the relational join operation. Paper [26] proposed a native join index to accelerate join performance, and [23] further proposed an array oriented storage and computing model for data warehouse. These methods simplify hash joins with array addressing, and rely less in hardware features which can be considered as hardwareoblivious join algorithms for both CPU and coprocessors platforms. Unlike the hash joins, the join performance of the array addressing is majorly dominated by the array size which is pre-determined by data warehouse schemas and the LLC size of multicore. HBM size of KNL Phi and SIMT mechanism of GPU can automatically make array addressing efficient. This paper further exploits how to develop a multidimensional processing oriented OLAP model to make OLAP faster and more adaptive to hybrid coprocessors. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed Fusion OLAP model which fuses the benefits of high performance multidimensional addressing from MOLAP with the advantage of efficient storage from ROLAP together. The multidimensional address module can be efficiently implemented by multicore CPU, MIC Phi and GPU processors for its simple vector structure and vector referencing operations. This feature improves in-memory analytical database performance by hardware oriented multidimensional addressing accelerator with the minimal changes for databases. We have evaluated Fusion OLAP performance by simulating Fusion OLAP operations with staged processing, which combine customized vector index computing with vector index oriented aggregating phases. In our future work, we will further explore how to integrate the Fusion OLAP techniques inside in-memory databases to make them adaptive to the emerging hybrid coprocessor platforms.
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